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THE EMERGING PARTNER IN INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS
USIC’s Utility Services Division is your utility compliance and solutions partner.  
Our experienced teams utilize the most advanced technology to ensure superior 
quality and reliability. Nationwide, utility companies depend upon our oversight  
and precision to protect their infrastructure.

DAMAGE PREVENTION

DigCheck is intended to give excavators and utility companies the ability to access our internal ticket information from the field.   
DigCheck provides at a glance as well as detailed ticket information including locator notes, photos, and completion times.  
Made for iOS and Android devices. 

SAVE TIME & MONEY RIGHT FROM THE FIELD

DigCheck is intended to give excavators and 
utility companies the ability to access our  
internal ticket information from the field.
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DIGCHECK

DASHBOARD: 
The dashboard provides high-level information about the  
excavator’s tickets. Tickets are broadly separated between 
open and closed and are further subdivided based on their 
special status (i.e., emergency or project ticket).

DIGCHECK IS DESIGNED AROUND TWO MODES OF INTERACTION: ticket lists and the map.  
On tablets, the map is always visible alongside ticket information. On phones, the map can 
be brought up while viewing a list of tickets.

TICKET LIST: 
Tickets are visible for 30 days and are ordered by their due 
date (and emergency status) in this list. Due dates are sorted in 
ascending order — tickets with less time left will be at the top 
of the list. Tapping on a ticket in the list will bring up the ticket 
details and zoom the map to that ticket’s location.

PHOTOS: 
The “Photos” button in the upper-right corner of the ticket de-
tail screen will display the photos attached to the ticket, if any.

TICKET DETAIL: 
View ticket information, locates, and locator notes on the tick-
et detail screen. All tickets provide an option to contact USIC 
dispatch. Emergency tickets will display a red “Call USIC” but-
ton that calls our emergency dispatch center. All other tickets 
provide a blue “Email USIC” button that allows you to email 
dispatch regarding the selected ticket.


